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Question and Answers
Q: How would you rate these frameworks for integrating into existing applications?


AngularJS
Works well with other libraries but there are discussion threads in community which suggest
to do it without jQuery and jQueryUI



Backbone
Because of its small footprint , it’s easy to include with multiple client-side libraries and
server side technologies



Ember.js
Intended to control your whole page at run-time so not suited for use on only part of a page

Q: Is it necessary to use MVC framework for developing SPA?
There is no thumb rule that mandates use of JS MVC framework for any type of UI applications. In
case of SPA, there is lot of UI side processing is needed which also calls for very modular approach.
MVC frameworks helps in achieving desired modularity as well different inbuilt features
complements overall development process. That’s why its recommended to use one of such
framework based on need of your application.
Q: What are the prerequisites if one wants to learn these MVC frameworks?




Knowledge of JavaScript
Understanding of SPA concepts and
Basic understanding of MVC design pattern

Q. How about the deployment mechanism for the frameworks, do these frameworks provide any
extension for it?
Application deployment mechanism/strategy has no direct dependency on these frameworks. These
frameworks are more of a JS dependency for overall deployment process and mostly
tools/technologies under DevOps umbrella has support for it.

Harbinger Systems
Q. Will you post the recording or presentation slides of this webinar?
Yes, you can view the recording and presentation slides of the webinar by visiting this link:
http://www.harbinger-systems.com/insights/webinar/JavaScript-MVC-Frameworks-BackboneEmber-and-Angular-JS-The-Paradigm-Shift-and-the-Impact-on-Application-Development
If you have any further questions or would like more details about the webinar and our services or
would like to get notified about our next webinar, please let us know at:
hsplinfo@harbingergroup.com
We look forward to interacting with you!
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